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The Reflective "1": Language Awareness

and Freshman Composition*

Karl E Oelke

Karl E Oelke

In September 1;72 1 became chairman of an English de-

partment staffing 135 sections, nearly 70 of which were

freshman composition. I had never taught freshman compo-

sition, I had taken only one formal writing course, in

1954-55, and had studied rhetoric and linguistics in only

the most general way. I became an English teacher because

I enjoyed literature, not because I wanted to teach writing;

and the students I worked with in my "advanced exposition"

courses for seniors in the 60's in no way prepared me for

my experience in freshman composition.

Needless to say, I've done some homework in the past

few semesters, both in discussions with my colleagues and in

research in the field. Some of my colleagues in the depart-

ment advocate anthology readers, others the writing workshop;

some the Harbrace College Handbook, others Eacrorie's tell-

ing writing. Discussing and arguing about the effectiveness

and controversial nature of various approaches has broadened

and enriched my perspective. Reading and research have

shown me that our department is, in fact, a microcosm of

* A slivhtly modified version of the paper presented at
the ConfQrence on College Composition and Communication, St.
Louis, 1:arch 13, 1;75, on the panel "Shaping and Affirming
Our Goals in Composition."
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the profession. From Kitnhaber to Wilcox and the recent ADE

survey I see discord and dichotomy, focusing ultimately on

the question, "Should freshman composition be primarily a

'service course' or 'something more'?"1 The answer to that

question largely determines both the content and the method

of the course. Yet I am beginning to see some coherence

emerging. More and more freshman composition texts focus

on language itself and suggest methods that encourage and

develop the student's confidence in his own language re-

sources. I suggest that language awareness can reconcile

the dichotomy of goals by providing both the humanizing

content of "something more" and the effective writing of

"service course."

Although it listed many other goals too, the ADE survey

last year showed that 75% to 100% of the departments surveyed

embraced as their primary goal: "to teach the student to

become a more articulate writer able to exnress thoughts,

experiences and ideas clearly." That statement, like "love,"

is broad enough to encompass almost everyone's opinion; but

like "love," it means quite different things to different

people. It could mean prepare students to write papers for

a history course, help them find their own voices in writing,

and expose them to the humanizing influence of treat litera-

ture. If that's too much and we emphasize only the first

of these go,ls, we risk the extreme of "Too little--an empty

service course." Emphasizing the second goal leads to the

extreme of solipsism. The third, of course, leads to the



extreme of grnt class discussions nna no writing. And, of

course, some will sny that the extremes are just thnt; any

good teacher could accomplish all of the goals moderately

well. Eut most attempts to do so have led to the frustrating

Angst Robert Gorrell noted:

Recognition of Cthei inclusivenessrof rhetoric J is
obviously behind much of the chaos that characterizes
Freshman English courses today--whether we consider it
confusion born in despair or variety born in the di-
verse talents of many instructors. The almost limit-
less scope of rhetoric can be made to justify either
the attitude that composition cannot be taught and we
should therefore not waste time trying to do it or toe
attitude that anything we want to teach is relevant.e

hen confronted with that situation I'm ambivalently torn

myself. I recognize the need for an emphasis on writing,

with precious little time to "teach" the necessities--criti-

cal thinking, formal order, sparkling diction, point of

view, attention to audience, etc. But 1 also believe that

Ahab needs his numanities too. Writing itself is merely a

symptom, a manifestation of keen perception, deep feeling,

and thouhtfully inclusive imagination. Hence, to give up

the richness of provocative literary content would be to

deny an essential p.rt of the course. But I agonize over

the number of classes spent, with such content, merely dis-

cussing the provoked ideas and feelings, or worse, just

helping the student to read the essay, poem, or story, to

the exclusion of any attention to the process of transforming

ideas anti feelings into writing.

The pattern I see emerging in freshmnn composition

resolves that dilemma for me. One aspect of the pattern
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was identified by Rolert Gorrell, who noted a "slow but per-

sistent shift" in the course "toward efforts to show students

how language works rather than to tell them what not to do .

. ."3 Gorrell was discussing the uses of recent findings

in linguistics -- language itself as partial content of the

course, an emphnsis on word order and sentence patterns

rather than parts of speech and artificial paradigms.
thtremark

Granted that was made in one short paragraph of a 23 -page
A

article, and that Gorrell subsequently spent three pages

discussing the complexities of establishing guidelines for

the content of the course. Nevertheless, proceeding in all

due humility, i believe that Gorrell's comment is a harbinger

of the emergence of language itself as the content of the

course. Called by various names, "language awareness,"

"investigations in language," "reflections on language,"

"language and reality," an ever-increasing number of fresh-

rnn ceriposition texts focus on language itself.

The other aspect of the pattern is a snin-off from

Gorrell's choice of the word "show" rather than "tell" to

describe approaches: getting the students enthusiastically

involved in writing freely, honestly, and personally. Ken

lAcroriel &I:2es E. Liller, Jr., and others have shown that

students command a fairly rich rhetoric when they enter

college. Our problem is to overcome the constipation of

the pen they suffer. Once they have started to write, with

the feeling that someone respects what they have to s,y,

they learn quickly if they are not put down. Whether one

5
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calls it self-awareness, looking within, tapping the unconscious,

or home-cosmorraphy, the authors of utost of these new texts use

imaginative, effective metods to get our students writing.

The difficulty here lies in moving outward from the self

to what Sheridan maker calls the "validities beyond the self."4

To wallow continuously in one's own stream of consciousness

denies the power of language to help us clarify our changing

relationships to the world about us. The descent into the

underworld is only n prelude, albeit a necessary one, to the

voyage out. There seems to be, however, n mighty tension be-

treen what Hans P. Guth terms the conservative rhetoric of

rational order and the liberal rhetoric of discovery and

inquiry.5 linking the shift from tentative, exploratory,

inductive writing to an ordered precise presentation is not

only diff:cult, it is often inappropriate.

Here again, though, 1 see a resolution to this problem

in language itself as content of the course because it provides

"both a means of genuine exploration of c01 f :'nd a means of

shifting to rhetorjcal strategies appropriate for specific

situations. Let no at this point, outline what I believe to

be the essential elements of the writing process and then

mention briefly how the new language texts treat that process.

The writing process consists, to oversimplify a hit, of per-

ception, recognition of the limits and resources of language,

nnd development of the ability to canitnli7e on the resources of

language to express our perceptions at :any riven moment.

Perception includes two essential aspects of good writing- -

specific 0-tail and interpretation of the significance

6
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of detlils. The "inert facts" that Henry Adams so sardoni-

cally castigates in The Education . aro absolutely

necessary, but they must, as he noted, be arranged in some

pattern else they are meaningless. Nothing startlingly new

there; good writing has always embodied vivid, concrete de-

tail to support and clarify generalizations. Novelty enters

when one applies the current theories of perception that

Walker Gibson, among others, has been bringing to our at-

tention for some years now.

In a well known series of experiments conducted in the

late 1940's and early 1950's)Adelbert Ames, Jr., produced

evidence to support a new theory of perception. The sub-

jects were exposed to different visual situations--points

of light in a dark room, partially inflated balloons illumi-

nated from a concealed source, rooms shaped in proportions

designed to disguise their "real" size and shape, and a

moving trapezoidal window with a straight tube through it.

In each situation the subject perceived reality to be some-

thing other than it was; but in each situation the subject's

perception was closely analogous to his own past ex!.erience,

"some sort of weighted average of the past consequences of

acting with respect to that pattern." When the subject had

to act on his perceptions, he would act on his assumption

of the "reality" of the situation, and that assumption was

usually wrong. "After he had tested this assumption by

purposive action, he shifted to [another.] assumption, less

7
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proLable in Lerms of past experience but still possible. . . .

LIA\5-1

As his assumption chnngedltperception did also." The new

theory stated that "perception is a functional affair based

on action, experience, and probability. The thing perceived

is an inseparable part of the function L erceiving, which

in turn includes all aspectl of the total process of living,"
6

William James used the term "collateral contemporaneity"

to describe the human tendency to simplify our experience by

categorizing and excluding "irrelevant" sensations.? Recent

observations of the process of visual perception corroborate

James's insight by highlighting the physiological limitations

of perception:

The coding task in vision is enormous. There are nearly
130 million photo-receptors in the retina, each theoret-
ically capable of being active at the same time, and re-
firing at rates approaching 1000 times per second under
optimal circumstances. The 130 million cells converge,
diverge, and interconnect among the neural cells into
which they feed. Ultimately, less than one million
fibers in the optic nerve are available to represent
the activities of n11 of the photo-pceptors and all of
their supporting neural structures.'

Thus, even our highly complex, computer-like brain is

limited by a physical structure that reduces 130 billion

bits of information to one million bits of information.

Coding indeed! Whether one adopts the "cell assembly" or

the holistic Gestalt theory of perception, and evidence

supports both,9 it is certain that perception itself is an

active, not a passive, experience. The individual's physio-

logical and psychological make-up at the moment of perception

highly limits and shapes his perception and understanding of

the constant flux of "reality."

8
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The observations suggest that the significance of

"deep structure" in the writing process transcends mere

rules for the generation of surface structure. For teachers

they suggest working not only with words on paper but with

the human being, possessed of mind, soul, and feelings, who

generates the words. Further, if we can work with the stu-

dent in the process of generation, rather than after the

words are hardened into "final" form, we stand a better

chance of engendering awareness. For the student, these

observations suggest the wisdom of working with one's own

perception and metaphor, not someone else's; for if we are,

in fact, unique individuals, freshness, insight, and originality will

result from an honest description of individual per-

ce:Aion.

Our pnrcentions are limited not only by our psychological

and physiological make -up, but also by our culture and its

language. Attempts by different people to describe a single

shared event dramatically illustrate the Procrustean mold.of

langunf:e as well as perceptual biases. in 1936 Lenjnmin Lco

rot that "lnngunge first of all is a classification

and arrcngement of the streom of sensory experience which

results in a certain world-order, a certain segment of the

world that Is easily expressible by the type of symbolic

means that language employs." In a later paper, Whorl gave

an example of the way we use and are used by the metaphorical

nature of language:

9
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we (..1 hardly refer to the simplest norispatial
sit;mtion without; constant; resort to physical t,:ta-
phors. l yann the thread of another's argument, but
if its level is over MY head my attention may wander
and lose touch with the drift of i t, so that when he
cones to his point we differ wide. li .10

in addition to metaphor, other aspects of language shape

and limit us: structural moaning as opposed to lexical

meaning; predication suggesting actor, action, and recip-

ient; risuse of the verb "to be"; and the many ritualistic

utterances of the culture.

Althom-h the Sanir-Aorf-KorzyLski "hypothesis" has not

teen elaborated in a comnrehensive system, it provides a

pedagogically vivid means of examining the relationships among

perception, thought and feeling, and language. That we are

limited by language patterns as well as by the process of

perception is a revelation to many students. Helping them

becoile nvire of' the impact of those limitations on our con-

cepts of, for example, kinship, space and time, emu,: and

effect, is a necessary part of teaching writing.

At this point, I believe 1 could wring assent, if some-

what qualified or resorved, to the pronosition that language

awareness, to include the perception process and cultural

influence, can provide provocative content fcr the fresh-

man cposition course. The humani zing, liheral arts concern

for reflective, critical thou-ht about one's relationship to

himself, other people, and his society could be as easily

embodied in the course as the concern for the essential

creativity of writing business letters or papers for a his-

tory course. I think I could also wring assent, probably still

10
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qualified, to the proposition that the inductive, percertion-

eenterod arTroach to writing, beginning with personal aware-

ness, is prolatly the most effective wny to get students

writinr. The ha.rder problem, at least for me, is how to

shift from interesting discussions about the nature and ef-

fects of lanruage and writing focused on self, to the students'

awareness of "validities beyond the self."

in Iv own, still evolving, approach 1 use one basic

text for the course, Snarke and EcRowen's Montage, because

of its myriad response-oriented, diseursion provoking writing

activities and because it fits my style. 1 also use tech-

niques and approaches suggested by iiacroriel Lurray, Miller,

and Gibson (all in the annotated text list at the end of the

paper). 1 have found that the daily journal, ungraded, un-

marked, brt focused on class discussions and read periodi-

cally with only brief positive notations, provides the basis

for honest wr'ting. it also lends to a natural shift, about

one-third or half wy through the )urs.01 from concentration

on relf to awareness of the variety of selves we are, the

variety of attitudes we can adopt toward our subject, and

the variety of audiences we address. The graded papers,

which can be revised often, grow out of the journals. It's

still awkward to rake the shift; but the quality of writing

seeks much higher than it was when I med the thematic

anthology.

The' more language-focused texts i examine, however, the

more encouraged 1 an that this is where it's at. They all

ii
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nddress, in various ways, the fundnmentals of language aware-

ness: the pnrcention process, limitations and resources of

language, and wnys to manipulate the language for different

situations. In addition, and perhaps most important for one

who stm:gles with the tension between department guidelines

and the n'Itonomy of the individual teacher, they use mnny

different approaches and can accomodate a broad range of

student capability. There are anthoiogies, response-ori-

ented grab lags, progressively structured expositions, and

guides for textless writing workshops. Some would be suitable

for the non-traditionnl or dlnadvontaged student; others re-

quire a much higher degree of readinr° skill and abstraction

capability. if members of a department agree on the centrality

of language to thn course, and can establish objectives that
generally

nre
A
Precise without denying flexibility, there are language -

focused texts for almost any approach.

The anpendcd list is nct totally comprehensive but it

is fairly representative. it encompasses approaches to lan-

guage that complement a inrge variety of teaching styles;

there are others,and more are being published. we ap-

proach an accurate gramiar of our langunge, and as we help

our students develop appropriate rhetorics to cope with

vazious situations, 1 believe that language awnreness will

provide the most appropriate content for our course, both

as "service course" and as "something lore." As conteLt,

it fosters self awareness, perception, and sensitivity to

the techniques and effects of language manipulation; it is
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suitlbln to n vnriety of styles and students; it provides n

means of joininr thourht-provoking content with an effective

method of overcoming constipation of the pen; but most im-

portant, it places e:Iphasis where it belongs in a composition

course--on a respectful attitude toward the mysteriously

wonderful nrocesses of creation with language.

13
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Selected List of Langunge-Focuced

Freshman Composition Texts

Eonahl R. Lrent, and Sheila Shively. the language lens.

Englewood Cliffs, PJ: Prentice-Hall, 1974. Antholory.

"Language is a lens through which we perceive, record, and

store i:Tressions of an ever-changing world." Five-part

structure (perception, language, direct'ves, symbol, ab-

straction and classification) consisting of poems, short

stories and essays, and photographs. Writing exercises and

general comments on the writing process following each of

the five parts.

Eschholz, Paul A., Alfred F. Rosa, and Virginia P.

Clark, eds. Languaue Awareness. low York: St. Martin's

Anthology. Purposes: foster awareness of ex-

tent to which lrnguage is abused and misused, of resources

available in language, and of responsible use of language.

Five parts: p.lrf:,pectives, language and occupation, Prisoners

of language, influencing language, prospects. Discussion

and review ques%ions follow each selection; writing sugges-

tions and "notable quotations" follow each part.

Friedrich, Dick and David Kuester. It's Nine and I'll

Write It That Way. Dew York: Random House, 1972. I've not

seen this one, but base ny observations on a book review by

Lertie E. Fearing in Teaching English in the Two-Year College,

Winter 1975. Underlying philosophy is th2t each person must

find his own style ,nd must move from the habits of the spoken

16
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word to the different hibits of the written word. Three com-

ponents: instructional material, writim activities, sample

student; writings, the last interspersed throughout. Nineteen

chapters roughly divided into lour parts: sensitivity to

lrngunge, to detail, to audience, and to sharing. Inductive

approach throurhout.

Garcia, Anthony and Robert flyers. Analop;ies: A Visual

Approach to Writing. New York: cGraw-Hill, 1974. Coherent

series of lessons and group exercises den;gned to develop

self awnreness, connection between individual perspective

and language, and awareness of role of creativity (especially

in writing) in life. Consistent use of visual arts. Focuses

on sentence and parngranh, development. Inductive anproach

throughout.

Gibson, Walker. Persona: A Style Study for Readers

and Writers. New York: Random House, P;69. The book

"centers its attention on the author's created nmsona, his

rask or voice, in passaes of prose. . . . the message or

utterance is seen as modified by tho created personality put

forth in the act of comunicating." Two parts of three

chapters each: readingthe voices we catch (rhetorical

devices to change voice in first-person-singular prose,

voices in newswriting, varieties of voice in a single novel,

lierzo0; writing--the voices we pitch (tone, sneaker's view

of audience; attitude, speaker's view of subject; language

and role-pinying). Samples and exercises throughout.

17
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Mbson, Walker. Seeing and Writing: Fifteen taercises

in Composing Experience. 2nd ad. New York: David McKay, 1974.

Coherent series of exercises designed "to place the student

in positons where he must see his experience from shifting

points of view, and must change his terms and his tone of

voice as ho does so." Three-part organization: ordinary

personal experience, the educational experience, the writer

as student-historian and student-scientist. Provocative

readings and connected exercises throughout.

Flacrorie, Ken. telling writing. Lew York: Hayden Book

Co., 1970. increasingly popular and effective inductive

approach to writing (compare with the Friedrich and Kuester

book above), the book begins with free writing and works

through (without technical terms) essential principles of

rhetoric. Twenty three chapters, including ones entitled

"Tightening," "Telling Facts," "Fabulous Realities," "Through

Facts to Realties," "Through Facts to Large Meanings,"

"Sound and Voice," "Creating Form," "Sharpening," and "Ob-

serving Conventions."

Miller, James E., Jr. Word Self, Reality: The Rhetoric

of Imaj:ination. New York: Dodd, head & Co., 1972. Assuming

that highly-motivated writing will tap language resources

deep within the individual and that language can and must

serve the individual in the discovery of self and external

world, this book focuses on ways to help the individual

connect the mysterious processes of tilt% imagination and
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language generation. Two Darts: (1) Words in the World

(language as creation; writing, thinking, and feeling; writ-

ing awl meaning); (2) The World in Words (writing as discovery- -

inner worlds; writing as exploration--outer worlds; the in-

dividual voice--styles private and public). Exercises and

"points of departure" following each of the 24 chapters.

Hurray, Donald M. A Writer Teaches Writing: A Practi-

cal ethod of Teaching. Composition. Boston: Houghton Nifflin,

1968. The basis of a textless, writing workshop course,

Furray's book "shows the teacher how to help the student

develop" writing abilities in several explicit and imagina-

tive wys. Six parts: the writer's seven skills, the writing

teacher's seven skills, the experience of writing, a climate

for writing, tecnniques of teaching writim-, resources for

the writing teacher.

Paul, Raymond and Pellegrino W. Goione. Perception and

Persuasion: A New Approach to Effective 17riting. New York:

Tho:::ns Y. Crowell Co., 1973. Designed initially for disad-

vantaged students, the course from which this book developed

showed that the methods were increasingly effective as stu-

dents' abilities increased. Begins with free writing and

works through relationships of perception, thought, and

language generation. Five parts: thought, imagination, and

writing; dynamics of language; reading, comprehension, and

logic; projects in investigation; appendices (punctuation,

grammr, research paper, library, dictionary and thesaurus).

19
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Exercises thrcurhout.

Potter, Robert R. aking Sense: ExnJoring Semantics

and Critical Thinking,. New York: Globe Pook Co., 1974.

The book "covers such areas as the threats imnosed by the

increasing stridency of our verbal environment, perception and

projection, non-verbal communication, the protean nature of

'reality,' and the effect of language on thought and behavior."

Inductive approach, with about half of the book devoted to

"activities that utilize discovery procedures." Eight parts:

introduction to general semantics; percention and projection;

the "aliness attitude"; non-verbal communication; the "two-

valued orientation"; levels and structures of understanding;

propagnda and personality; critical thinking. Exercises

throughout.

Scholes, Robert and Carl H. Klaus. Elements cf

New York: Oxford University Press, 1972. Assuming that writ-

ing is central to the course and that the book for the course

"should ret in the way of that work as little as possible,"

this. took presents first "the essential minimum of theory"

and then "some demnnding but possibly amusing exercises."

The first part, Elements of Writing, addresses relationships

among writing, sneaking, and thinking and the shanes of

written sequences. The second part, Contexts of Writing,

addresses the relationships of writer to subject and audience;

and the third, Practice in Writing, analysis and synthesis of

sentences. ;.any exorcises throughout.

20
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Spark°, William and C1 irk McKowen. Montage: Investi-

gations in Language, New York: Macmillan, 1;:70. Inductive,

games-playing, "response-oriented" apnroach to "the investi-

gation of language in its cultural context," the book forces

students to interpret a disparate array of exneriences. Al-

though without forral apparatus or division, it is divided

roughly into six parts, with "bridges" between some: aspects

of language; perception and language; journalism; film and

language; "words on paper"; and sensitivity to style. Ex-

tensive use of journals and group exercises.

tagner, Geoffrey and Sanford R. Ft finer. Lanr_uage and

Reality: A Semantics Approach to WritIng. New York: Thomas

Y. Crowell Co., 1974. Lased on the assumptions of a need for

interdisciplinary apnroach to language and a need for genuine

awareness as opnoseet to "ingestion of a body of factual con-

tent," this hoot focuses on "what language does, rather than

what language is." Two parts: (1) Signs (the human animal,

extensions of man, the reality of words); (2) Symbols (de-

notation, connotations, and metaphor; language and reality;

language structure and thought; abstraction; reasoning systems;

contexts; taboo). Discussion questions and writing exercises

after each of the 3b snail units; more extensive review

exercises after each of the 10 numbered chapters.
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